We commonly observe that people gesture while speaking. However, we still cannot explain such a behavior. Gesture production does not critically depend on visual access to a social partner and thus, gestures are not necessarily performed with the intention to communicate (Iverson & GoldinMeadow, 1998; Krauss, 1998 ). Yet, we do not clearly understand the functions they may serve in the process of speech production. It is likely that several mechanisms intervene. Use of neuropsychological methods, complementary to experimental and developmental approaches, can contribute to shed light on these issues.
A part of the problem is that there is a great variety of gesture uses (McNeill, 1992) . Some of them convey meaning in an autonomous way. Pointing movements, pantomimes, and signs can refer to things or events through different means: localization (indexes), depiction (icons), or arbitrary convention (symbols). Other gestures combine with speech signals (conversational or speech-related gestures). One category includes descriptive movements called iconic or metaphoric gestures. They represent concrete or abstract referents through spatial and dynamic features. Belonging to another subgroup, simpler movements of small amplitude have no representational content. They are called beat gestures and might serve discourse functions such as emphasis or punctuation.
The issue of whether there are continuities or discontinuities between these diverse gestural types remains matter of empirical research. Insufficient activation of mental images of actions might impair production of speech-related
